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Abstract

Disruption events in tokanlak devices are regarded as one of the main

●

issues governlng materia一 and design considerations for in-vesse一

●

components. Durlng disruptions heat loads in the order of 100 to 5000

MM/m2 for durations of about loops tO Several ten ms can cause severe

damage to p一asma facing components and possib一y may l由d to their

failure.

To determine the response of materials to high heat fluxes an

experimental program was carried out on metals and carbon materials

uslng the 10 MM Neutra一 Beam ln3'ection Test Stand of the IPP Nagoya.

Stainless steel, aluminium, copper, and molybdenum samples, 13 grades of

fine gral'n graphites, and pyrolytうc carbon samp一es were subjected to

hydrogen beam exposure with power densities of 15 to 120 MW/m2 and pu一se

durations of 50 to 950 ms. Resulting damage and threshold values for the

occurance of damage were determined and documented. [･7ain damage observed

on samples are Melting, erosion, and crack forma+don. The high heat flux

resistance of the materia一s tested is compared comprehensively with each

other. Pr-ocesses leading to material damage are discussed and in the

case of damage on graphite models of erosion and cracking processes are

given. The lmPlication of the experimental results for material
●

selection and deslgn Of first wall components under the high heat flux

aspect is discussed.
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1. Introduction

ln present day tokamak experiments the p一asma operation frequent一y lS

terminated by disruptions. During such a disruption the energy content

of the p一asma is deposited on the first wall whLich direct一y faces the

plasma. Under these off-normal conditirJnS COmPOnentS Of the first wall

are subjected to heat loads which can exceed the normal oper.ation heat

loads by several orders of magnitude. The short duration of such events

in the order of milliseconds causes extremely rapid heating of such

components, and as a result of this temper･ature excursion, defor-nation,

melting, vapor'ization, cracking and other damage can occur. Depending on

the kind and degree of damage caused by a disruption components may fail

which can severely influence the further operation of the entire fusion

device.

As a full controlability of disruption events during tOkamak operation
●

●

appears to be lmPOSSible in
-at 一east- a mid-term time sca一e also first

wall structures of next generation devices have to be deslgned to

withstand disruption heat loads.

For an understanding of the high heat flux behaviour of candidate

materials for first wall component,s of fusion devices which presently

are in operation and those which are under construction or being planned

laboratory high heat flux experiments have to be carried out. From an

understanding of the underlying failure processes and a comparison of

the heat f一ux stability of material candidates guidelines for materia一

selection and component deslgn Can be derived which better cope with the

disruption issue.
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In the followlng Study a broad range of metal and carbon materials were

subjected to high heat fluxes and their structural response to the

resulting temperature excursions was determined. Special emphasis has
r

been glVen tO the testing of graphite materl'als as graphite components
●

are presentl:1 installed in by far the most of the present day tokamak

devTces and graphite js regarded as prime candidate for the ●-Compact

Ignition Tokamak (CIT)" as well as for the next generation projects like

the "Next European Torus (NET)" or the ''Fusion Experimental Reactor

(FER)" /1/. Car･bon -

carbon composite materials (C-C composites) which

are now sub3'ect of rislng interest because of their high thermal sh.ock
=｢

stability have also been tested. The results on these materials have

been documented previously /2/.

The device used for the high heat flux experiments has been the 10 MM

Neutral Beam Injection Test Stand of the IPP Nagoya. Material samples

were exposed to hydrogen beam pulses of high power density and very

homogeneous distribution of the heat flux over the sample surf'ace.

The
objectives of this study are:

- To determine damage and damage thresholds of materials under high heat

fluxes.

- To better understand the underlying processes which lead to damage and

failure of matey.ials under high heat fluxes.

- To derive and to r'ecommend consequences and guidelines for the

application of these materia一s as il卜VeSSel components.
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2. Tokamak disruptions･ and disruption damage on first wall components

According to the 一iterature /3-5/ the occurance of disruptions can be

explained by the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) theory as follows:

Disruptions in tokamaks are being developed, when the plasma column is

near the thresho一d of MHD-stability･ Undeちthis condition any lnaCCurate
●

handling of the plasma can cause a disruption. This may happen e.g. by

non-optimized fuelling, an increase of the impurity inf一ux, additional

power input by neutral beam injection or radio frequency heating of the

plasma, or an excess of the density limits of the plasma. In these cases

magnetic islands within the plasma grow and eventually overlap, the

magnetic field lines become ergodic, and rapid energy and particle

transport along these ergodic field lines in radial direction of the

plasma column occurs. Thus the plasma rapidly expands radially and as a

result large fluxes of plasma particles are dumped onto first wall

components, mainly the protruding ones. This thermal quench of the

plasma energy occurs within a very short time, between 20 and 200 tis in

most present day devices /6,7/ and an expected 1 to 2 ms for next

generation devices /8,9/. Following this thermal quench the decay of the

magnetic ener.gy lasts longer, in the order of less than 1 ms to about 40

ms /10,ll/.

Durlng the course of a disruption components of the first wall,

especially the ones which are most protruding into the plasma on the

inboard side of the vessel, are subJ'ected to severe heat fluxes. Table 1

lists conditions of severe disruptions in present day devices and those

anticipated for future devices together with the peak heat fluxes to

which first wall components are subjected /12/.
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The resulting damage to first wall components from disruptions, 1'n

operating tokamaks is documented in /13-1-// for stain一ess stee一 limiters

in FT, PLT, ISX-A, and TEXTOR. Damage observed is deformation, surface

me'1ting} sp一ashing of meta一 and by this partia一 loss of the me一t layerI

crack fornlation in the resolidified me一t, roughenlng Of the surface in

resolidified areas, and depletion of alloy constituents due to
■･一

preferential evaporation. Several Tic-coated molybdenum tiles in JT-60

suffered melting which is attributed to djsruption heat fluxe? /ll,18/.

Tiles of the Tic-coated graphite limiter in Doublet lil suffered

cracking and fracture under the incident heat fluxes /19-21/. Also from

TFTR damage and failure of graphite tiles due to disruptions is reported

/22/. Until now no damage on graphite tiles that could be attributed to

disruptions is found in JET /23,24/.

3. High heat flux experiments

3.1 Requirements for high heat flux experiments

In order to gain knowledge on the behaviour of first wall materials and

components under disruption conditions 一aboratory tests jn which

materials are subjected to high heat fluxes have to be carried out. For

a most rea一istic approach to this aim devices for high heat f一ux

experiments should fulfill the followln9 requirements:

- High power densities have to be provided (at least several ten MW/m2).

- Short pulses have to be possible which means that the rise time of the

power density has to be short.
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- A homogeneous distribution of the power density over large ay･eas

(severa- 10 cm2) is important to avoid size effects by using 一arge

size samples and full size first wall components.

- The energy should be deposited in a very thin surface 一ayer for a

realistic simu一ation of surface heat 一oads (10リm Or less).

- The heat flux exposure should take place in vacuum.

Table 2 lists major devices together with their main machine parameters

which are used or intended to be used for high heat f一ux exper紬ents on

fusion candidate materials /1,25,26/. Most of the devices are e一ectron

beam facilities which have the advantage of high availability and

uncomplicated operation. The main disadvantages of e'(ectron beam test

stands are the linlitation of the power output and the e一ectron beam

characteristics. This means that due to the small diameter of the

electron beam the power density distribution is very inhomogeneous. For

the application of surface heat loads on larger areas the electron beam

has to be scanned with very high frequencies to avoid transient heating

●

phenomena caused by the moving beam. However even then the 一imited power

of electron beam devices can produce high heat loads only on sur･faces of

a few cm2.

The applicability of lasey.s for high heat flux experiments is restricted

because of their limited power which allows only the irradiation of

small areas and uncertainties in beam -

surface interactions.

The princip一e in the use of Neutra一 Beam Injection Test Stands for high

heat flux exper-iments is to expose matem'al samples to a beam which

consists of hydrogen atoms and ions of high kinetic energy. These test
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stands have the advantages of high power densities and a very brtoad

distribution of the powerL density wl'thin the beam. Thus 7.arge sample

surfaces or even full size first wall components can be sub3'ected to

P

heat loads. The disadvantage in the use of Neutral Beam InJ'ection Test

Stands lies in their complicated operation, because much machine time is

● ●

consumed for conditionlng before and durlng the experiments.

3.2 Operation of the 10 MM Neutral Beam lnjection Test Stand for

Materials Experiments

A detailed description of the test stand operation and the beam

calibration procedure has been given in a previous pub一ication /2/.

For the performance of high heat f一ux experiments on candidate first

wall materials and full size first wall components the 10 MW Neutral

Beam lnjection Test Stand at the IPP Nagoya /27-29/ had been modified.

Figure 1 glVeS a SChematic of the test stand. A lock system with drive

mechanism mounted on top of the test stand allows the insertion of test

●

pleCeS into the test stand vessel for beam exposure without breaking the

vacuum of the vessel (about 10-4 pa) (Fig. 2).

The ion source of the test stand produces hydrogen beams of up to 120

key, 75 A and 1 s pulse duration with a gaussian shaped profile of the

beam power density. The elongation factor of the oval shaped beam in

vertical direction i･s roughly 2 and depends on the beam condition

app一ied in experiments. For material tests the deflection coils of the

Neutra一 Beam Test Stand are not in operation thus ions and neutr-als are

striking the material test pieces at a distance of about 5 m from the

ion source. The r-epetition rate of the test stand is three to five

minutes depending on the power supply mode. When operated without
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exposlng test PleCeS tO the beam, the beam is dumped into a calorimeter

which provides data for the ca一ibration of high heat f一ux experiments.

After the beam conditions for high heat flux experiments
- as indicated

by the calorimeter values
-

were satisfied, the test pieces were

positioned in the beam line so that durlng the next pulse the beam could
●

hit the samples with beam conditions similar to the previously

calibrated pulse onto the calorl=meter and a variation of the beam power

of 一ess than 5%. Figure 3 gives a ca一ibration curve of the beam power

density distribution of a pulse as it has been applied in the

experiments.

4. Response of metals to high heat fluxes

4.1 Present state of experimental research on the high heat flux

behaviour of metals

Compared to other candidate first wall materials detailed y.esearch on

the high heat flux behaviour of metals has been undertaken in a large

number of studies. In most of these studies electron beam facilities

with electron energleS Of 5 key to 150 key were used for the experiments
●

/17,25,26,30-54/. The irradiation times in these experiments varied from

0.5 ms /45/ to a few s /53,54/. The samples were either irradiated with

a stationary beam which was focusscd in order to obtain high power

densities or defocussed for the irradiation of a larger samp一e area (in

the order of 1 cm dia.), or with a scanned focussed electron beam

allowing the irradiation of larger areas (in the order of 1 to 10 cm2)
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with homogeneous heat 一oads. For this 一ast mode of operation ‡very high

scan speeds are necessary to avoid transient heating phenomena caused by

the focussed electron beam. Other studies on metals use hydrogen beams

With energies and power densities of 26 keV, 43恥/m2 /55/, 30 key, 20

MW/m2 /56-60/, and 120 keV, 100 MIA/m2 /6ト63/. With regard to the

materia一s tested, a broad range of metals, ceramics, and carbon
::i

materia一s is compared in /17,32,33,37-39/.

By far most of the l'nvestigations were performed on various grades of

stainl･ess stee一 and Ni-base alloys. Detailed studies on these materials

are documented in /25,30,31,34,36,41-45,47-49,51/. Structural changes of

stainless steel below the melting threshold are twin formation (slip)

and grain growth /34,36,45/. Melting thresholds were determined for

characterl'stic irradiation times and power densities /25,34,36-38,41-43,

45,47-49/. The experimental thresholds for melting are in fair agreement

with thresho一ds calculated from physica一 propert7'es data by way of one-

or two dimensional calculations /25,34,4l-43,48,49/. Above this

threshold melt 一ayer formation, vaporization of meta一, preferential

evaporation of a一loy constituents and the formation of cracks are

observed. Studl'es treating these effects quantitatjvely are A/25,30,31,

34,36,41-44,47-50/. It is found that the me一t depth under high heat flux

■

lmPaCt tends to exceed the theoretically calculated values. The detected

weight Tosses due to vaporization are explained by various theoretical

models including vapor shielding effects or enhanced vaporization from

the me一ted phase. Studies which include metallographjc examinations of

the irradiated samples report the occurance of hot-cracks in the

resolidjfied me一t layer /17,30,31,34,45-47/.
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Among other metals major work'was performed on refractory metals

frequently with emphasis 一aid on mo一ybdenum /26,30,34,35,37,38,40-43,48,

52-58,61,62/. Detai一ed comparisons between different refractory meta一s

with respect to melting thresholds, vaporization Tosses, and cracking

were performed by /34,35,40,43/. Advantages of refractory metals like a

high melting threshold compared to stainless steel and lower vapor

pressures which 一ead to reduced vaporization つosses than for stainless

steel are met by unfavourable crack behaviour, especially with materials

ヽ

passing the ductile brittle transformation temperature (DBTT) in the

experiments. Molybdenum as a material candidate received particular

attention in severa一 experimenta一 studies re一ated to the JT-60 tokamak

project where until recently molybdenum with a thin Tic coating was

applied as first wall material /26,52-54,56-58/. Several of these

studies were performed on coated molybdenum (mainly with Tic) where

failure of the samples under high heat fluxes usually occured as a

fajlure of the substrate by me一ting.

Studies on copper under high heat flux impact are included in /25,30,37,

38,42,43,48/. The very high thermal conductivity of this material causes

high thresholds of power density and heat flux duration despite the low

melting point of copper. Resolidified zones of samples heated above the

thy-eshold for melting do not show any cracks.

A一uminium has a一so been investigated jn severa一 studies /25,30,41,43,

49/. Thresholds for melting of AI were observed to be comparable to

those of stainless steel with respect to power density and heat flux

duration.
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4.2 High heat flux experiments on metals

4.2.1 Materials selection and experimenta一 procedure

(

The behaviour of metals under high heat fluxes was tested on stainless

steel, aluminium, copper, and molybdenum. Stainless steel alloys used in

the experiments were 1.4311 (CRONIFER 1810) with a composition of lO%

Ni, 18% Cr, 0.03o/a C, 1% Si, 2%Mn, 0.2% N, bal,. Fe and SUS 304with a

composition of lO% Ni, 18% Cr, 0.08% C, 1% Si, 2% Mn, ba.i. Fe /64,65/.

Stain一ess stee一 was selec.ted for the experiments because most of the

existing tokamaks are bui一t with stainless steel or nickel-base alloy

walls or liners and still in these tokamaks major portions of the plasma

facing wall consist of these alloys. As in a previous sLi':udy /34/ no

slgnificant difference in the high heat f一ux behaviour between stainless

steel 1.4311 and the nickeトbase a一loy INCONEL 600 has been found,

stainless steel was selected for the experiments. Aluminium has been

chosen because the low activation properties under neutron irradiation

made it an attractive material for short pu一se reacting p一asma device

concepts /66-70/. The high thermal conductivity of copper and the

excellent pet.formance as high heat flux material for beam dump

structures /71,72/ wer･e reasons for the selection of this material.

As molybdenum is one of the candidate materials for col一ector p一ates of

divcrtors in future devices and as it has been applied as plasma facing

mater了a'J e.g. in JT-60 and Doublet IIa /73/, also this material has been

subjected to high heat flux experiments.

For the attachment of the samples to a 15 mm thick copper backing p一ate
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which served as sample holder threaded holes of small depth were

machined into the back side of the samples･ The samples then could be

fixed to the sample holder by bolts.

A number of initial experiments on stainless stee-i were performed on

large targets consisting of several stainless steel pieces with a

surface area of 50 mm x 50 mn each (Figs. 4, 5). All other experiments

on metals were carried out with smaller samples of 30 mm x 30 m surface

area and 10 mm thickness as no difference in the structural response of

the materia一s to high heat fluxes between 一arge size and small size

samples was detected. The surfaces which were to be exposed to the heat

flux were ground and the samples cleaned by alcohol in an ultrasonic

bath before the experiments. In general two types of experiments were

performed on metal materials:

- For the detection of melting thresholds a sample was subjected to

subsequent pulses of rising power density at a preset pulse length.

After each pulse th色sample surface was checked visually for the

occurance of melting. Before the next experiment the sample was

allowed to cool down to a temperature below lOOOc (measured by

thermocouple in a part of the experiments). One experiment on

molybdenum was carried out on a samp一e with e一evated temperature wh7'ch

lead to a reduced melting threshold in terms of power density (no. 20,

Table 3). Once initial melting on the samp一e surface occured, the

sample was exchanged.

- In order to determine the development and behaviour of the melt layer

under homogeneous heat fluxes on large areas, experiments were carried

-
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out with heat fluxes we一l above the melting thresho一ds of帥e

materials.

,4.2.2
Results of the experiments on metals

A list of the experiments and experimental parameters is glVen in Table

3. The experirnental resu一ts are summarized in Table 4.

Stainless steel (Fig. 4 - 7)･. Stain一ess stee一 samp一es were irradiated

with pulse lengths from 50 ms to 951 ms (see Table 3)･ A number of

experiments has been carried out with 一arge targets of 1.4311 (Table 3,

no.1-4,Figs.4,5).

Figure 4 glVeS an example where initia一 melting on a small spot of about

15 mm diameter occured under a short pulse of 50 ms duration. At longer

pu一se lengths (e.g. 951 ms, Fig. 5) very small variations in the power

density can already result in significant changes of the surface

structure by me一ting large amounts of material.

The structure of the me一t 一ayer is simi一ar on al一 tested stain一ess stee一

samples. Even durlng initial melting the melt immediately contracts to
●

form a ripple structure on the surface before resolidifying again (Fig.

4). More clearly this effect can be found on samples where the melt

一ayer had more time to undergo structura一 changes before resolidifying

(Fig. 5). Figure 6 shows a crater-like depression in the me一t 一ayer of a

sample which was caused by melt layer motion. This effect of ripple

formation js frequently reported to occur on the surface of stainless

steel first wall components, especially limiters, which underwent severe

thermal excursions during disruptions /13-16,31/.
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In the resolidified melt zones,･cracks wer･e observed on all samples (e.g.

Fig. 7 a and b). Cracks propagate intergranular through the dendritic

structure of the resolidified melt and frequently expand over the who一e

depth of the melt zone sometimes penetrating into the not-melted base

material for lengths of a few grains. A quantitative evaluation of the

cracking on stainless steel 1.4311 and INCONEL 600 materials is

documented in /34/.

Aluminium (Figs. 8, 9): Above the threshold for melting a homogeneous

and smooth me一t layer formed on al一 aluminium samp一es (e.g. Fうg. 8 a).

Obvious一y by the surface tension due to temperature gradients of the

melt only weak force is exerted on the liquid so that no formation of

rlPPles occures. The resolidified surface shows many cracks which have a

strong similarity to those observed on stainless steel (Figs. 8 b, c,

9). On the surfaces 一arge numbers of "ho一e-一ike" voids of 10 to 20岬

diameter are found which are supposed to have been formed by gaseous

inclusions in the melted material (Fig. 8 c).

地(Fig. 10): Compared to stainless steel and a一uminium which have

similar melting thresho一ds, the threshold for copper is far higher as a

result of the high thermal conductivity of this material. Similar to the

behaviour of the melted layers on aluminium copper shows no slgn Of melt

movement so that the surfaces of all tested samp一es have a sI¶00th

appearence (e.g. Fig. 10 a). Also under high magnification the

resoljdified surfaces appear very homogeneous (Fig. 10 b). No cracks

cou一d be detected on the copper samp一es.

Molybdenum (Fig. ll): As a result of the high melting point of
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mo一ybdenum (26200c) this material has a very high me一ting thp_e.shold. The

melt layer appearence on the samples is similar to that on stainless

steel with the formation of a rippled surface structure due to strong

forces caused by gradients of the surface +I.enSion in the melt layer.

Figure ll b shows a depression of the surface in an ar-ea where the melt

was par･tially y･emoved. The resolidified melt (Fig. ll c) is of coarse

grain structure. In some areas the melt was completely removed leavlng

the base material bare to the surface (Fig. ll d). The melt removed from

the area of the depression (upper ha一f, 一eft side, Fig. ll d)

resoli.dified by forming a coay･se grain str･ucture (lower half, right side

of Fig. ll d). On the samp一es no cracks were Gbserved after the

experiments. This resu一t is consistent with +Jle results of other studies

uslng broad hydrogen beams for the irradiation of molybdenum samples

where no crack occurance was observed /56-58/. :∩ the frame of an

exper'imental study uslng a Stationary electron beam crack formation was
●

detected on molybdenum /34/. The cracks were initiated in the heat

affected area and propagated far into the unaffected material. It is

assumed that these cracks are main一y a result of stress concentration

which occurs durlng the heating of a comparatatively small spot on the

otherwise cold sample surface as under homogeneous heating conditions by

broad hydrogen beams this damage has not been observed.

4.3 Discussion of the experimenta一 resu一ts on meta一s

The results of the experiments on melting thresholds of metals are glVen
●

in Figure 12. This figure compares thresho一ds which were determined

analytically with the experimental data. The analytical thresholds were

determined using the following equations /74-77/:
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The basic differential equation for heat conduction in solid materials

is glVen aS:

■

a aT a aT a aT aT

I(A-)+-(h-)+蒜(h-)+Fo-pc言-0ax ax ay 砂 8E

with T: temperature

k: thermal conductivity

Fo: heat f一ux

p.' density

c: specific heat

t: tinle

x,y,z: spatial coordinates

(1)

A solution of eq. (1) introducing boundary conditions yields the

temperature T (x, y, z, t) of a material ur,der a surface heat load Fo (x

- f(y, z), t) during the time t. Under assumptions of a semi-infinite

solid and a one-dimensional geometry with a constant heat flux P/A on

the su).face x
= 0 and the starting temperature T (x, t)

≡ T (0, 0), eq.

(1) can be rewritten as

b2T(x,i) p pc∂T(x,i)
十 ｢

-
-････

∂x2
~ Ah h ∂t

with: P/A: heat Toad per unit area

(2)

Neglecting energy losses by radiatiorJ and evaporation eq. (2) can be

so一ved to:
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T(x,f) ≡ T(o,8)+

● !e-['舶櫛2-2(x/2･VT,仰

(刀

( A.f2Vl)∨両石

Thus for the surface temperature T (0, t) eq. (3) simplifies to

･(.,i,-T(.,., ･ :;vT

(3)

(4)

With eq･ (4) the theoretica一 me一ting thresho一d for a heat flux P/AT at a

glVen Pu一se duratl'on t is glVen aS
●

P
-

1=(TM-T(o,o))AT 2V㌻

with: TM: melting temperature of the materia一

(5)

Eq. (5) can be used for an eva一uation of the high heat f一ux experiments

when the followlng requlrementS are Satisfied:

一丁he distribution of the power density has to be very homogeneous over

the sample surface to al一ow the assumption of one-dimensional heat

conduction. The broad power density distribution of the hydrogen beam

used in the experiments (Fig. 3) provides a very homogeneous heat f一ux

over a sample surface of 30 mn x 30 nTn.

一丁he pu一se 一ength t of the heat f一ux has to be shorter than the therma一
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diffusion time which is a function of the samp一e thickness d:

(6)

When calculated with materia一 properties at room temperature /78-81/

the maximum pulse length on a sample of 10 m thickness is 0.74 s for

copper, 0.76 s for aluminium, 1.51 s for molybdenum, and 24.3 s for

stainless steel. The pulse lengths throughout the experiments were

shorter than these limits (see Table 3). In this ca一culation the room

temperature properties of materials were used as the thernlal diffusion

time is independent of the heat load.

- As the thermal properties of the tested materials are temperature
■

dependent, for a calculation of the melting threshold average values

over the temperature range occurlng have to be used.耶th this method

errors in the heat flux thresho一d for initia一 me一ting can be kept

below 20 % /82,83/.

Figure 12 shows that thresholds calculated in this way and experimental

thresholds are in fair agreement with each other within the error nlargin

of 20 % for the analytical solution and an assumed error margin of 10 %

for the ca一ibration of the beam power density. On一y one experimental

value on molybdenum considerably deviates from the analytical threshold.

In this case the experiment was carried out on a pre-heated samp一e of

l川Certain initia一 tempera七!Jre (cf. 4.2.1).
一

A comparison of the heat flux resistance of the tested metals (Fig. 12)
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shows that the sensitivity of aluminium and stain一ess steel畏tO high heat

fluxes is vcr.y simi一ar with each other. In the case of a一uminium the 一ow

melting point and in the case of stainless steel the low thermal

p

conductivity cause'early me一ting under moderate heat fluxes･ The high

thermal conductivity of copper leads to a melting thresho一d which

exceeds those of aluminium and stainless steel bJ, a factor of about 2.5.

The threshold of molybdenum is slightly higher than that of copper due

to the very high me一ting point of this material.

Especially on stainless steel and aluminium, the materials with a

comparatativtlly low tolerance to high heat fluxes, heat 一oads exceeding

the melting threshold have to be avoided as cracks which occur in the

resolidified areas may deeply propagate into the unaffected matey.ial

under cyclic stresses to which first wall components are subjected

dur･1ng OPeration. Thus the lifetime of such components might be

dr-astically reduced.

The surface structures of the resolidified me一t on the samp一es vary

considerably with the materials tested. On stainless steel and

molybdenum the resolidified me一t has a structure with depressions and

ridges (Fig. 4, 5, ll a) which indicates that a strong motion of the

melted layer occ'Jred. On aluminium and copper the resolidified surfaces

remained smooth indicating weak melt layer motion (Fig. 8 a, 10 a). In

disruption sjmulation experiments mainly two foylCeS COntribute to the

motion of a melt layer:

a) Surface tension gradients in the me一t generated by temperature

gradients between the melt surface and the so一id-liquid intet{face.
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Due to thes･e surface tension gradients the melt can undergo lateral

motions･ The resultjng flow of the 一iquid can creatle depressions of

the melted surface as well as ridging of the liquid surface in other

●

areas･ Dur-ng recrystallization this distortion of the ンquid surface

is frozen in creating a roughened rippled surface /84,85/.

b) Gradients of the melt temperature, especially in lateral direction,

1ead to strong gradients of the vapor pressure of the melt as the

vapor pressuy.e exponentially rises with the temperature of the

material. The loca一 differences in vapor pressu†､e may thus exert a

force on the melt which leads to a local redistribution of the melted

material. In electron beam and laser welding under very high power

densities this process is of extr'eme influence on the geometry of the

weld crater and known as "deep wel朗ng effect-I /86,87/.

In laboratory high heat flux experiments always both processes (a and b)

interact with each other. The kind of experimental device usually

determines which of both processes outweighs the other in finally

shaping the resolidified melt zone.'
●

1. Electron beam facilities operated with a stationary beam of small

diameter (く10mm) usually 一ead to me一t 一ayer structures with a single

depression located close to the beam center /30,34,47/. It is

assumed that a strong lateral variation of the melt vapor pressure

occurs because of a rather narrow gaussian-一ike profi一e of the beam

power density distribution of the electr'on beam. Thus the higher

vapor pressures in the beam center may main一y contribute to the

motjon of the me一t formlng I-craters" with a sing一e depression.
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2. E一ectron beam faci一ities operated in scanned mode can produce fair一y

homogeneous heat loads over areas of a few cm2･ Thus the effect of

vapor pressure differences on the melt layer formation is reduced

/25,43,49/.

3. NBl test stand facilities are providing very broad beam profiles with

very small gradients in the power density distribution. Here mainly

gradients of the surface tension are the driving force in formlng the
■

surface structure of a melt layer. Figure 6 shows a depression in the

melt layer of a sample which occured as a result of melt layer

motjon.

Additionally it has to be mentioned that strong motions of the melt

layer during high heat flux events can result in enhanced vaporization

processes under J'differential.vapor recoil''mechanisms which can

appr.oach a 20-fold increase of the liquid evaporation rate compar'ed to

evaporation from a motionless 一iquid surface /88-90/. This may a一so

provide an exp一anation for the difficu一ties which occur in numerical

mode一ling of evaporation つosses during high heat flux events and

discrepancies between numerica一 and experimenta一 resu一ts /41-43,48,49/.

Regarding tokamak processes two effects might occur with respect to melt

一ayer instabr=ty and p一asma-wa.‖ interaction: E一ectromagnetic forces (T

x 5) which are ex.erted on the me一t may cause the 一oss of the melt 一ayer

as the liquid metal can be wiped away by this force. By such an effect

or by motion and redistribution of the melt the component thickness can

be reduced considerably as the melt layer does not shield the underlying

solid materia一 aga7'nst furl,!er heat flux incidence which can 一ead to
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accelerated melting of the sblTid phase. Another effect which might

result from the changes of the surface structure by melting and

resolidification is an increase in the impurity f一ux from the wall to

the p一asma during plasma-wal一 interaction. As for a smooth wall the

incidence of plasma particles on the surface is glanclng the incidence
●

conditions for plasma particles on rough surfaces vary from glancing

incidence to nearly perpendicular incidence depending on the location

/91/. Partic一es and thus a一so heat fluxes onto 一ocations where

sty.uctural ridges are in contact with the plasma are significantly

higher than on locations with glancing partic一e incidence. As a resu一t

of the higher particle and heat 一oads onto ridged locations the impurity

emission into the plasma is enhanced in areas where the wall surface is

structur.ed by melting and resolidification processes.

5･ Response of graphites to high heat fluxes

5.1 Present state of experimental research on the high heat flux

behaviour of graphites

Several studies on the high heat flux behaviour of graphites were

performed by use of electron beam facilities /26,37,43,48,53,92-100/. A

part of these studies was performed on graphite materials with carbide

coatings /37,53,99,100/. As the electron beam facilities at which these

experiments were cay･ried out are identical with those used for studies

on the high heat flux behaviour of metals (c.f. 4.1), also the beam

energies (5 to 150 key) and the range of pulse durations (20 ms to a few

s)Lwere simi一ar. In addition to these electron beam experiments one
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brief study on two graphites was carried out at the NBI test stand of

the institute of Plasma Physics of Nagoya University /101/. Broad

●

studies overviewlng a Wide range of graphites and other carbon materia一s

･with respect to crack behaviour and erosion are documented in /93-95/.

The present state of high heat f一ux research on graphite materia一s has

been comprehensive一y summarized in /1/. A genera一 baseline on the high

heat flux behaviour･ of graphites may be drawn as follows:

erosion: The sensitivity of graphite to er'osion under high heat fluxes

varies within a factor of 5. Significant erosion occurs along the line:

ll MW/m2, 20 s /26/; 22 Mh1/m2, 5 s /26/; 50 MM/m2, 1 s /95/; 100 MW/m2,

o.1 s /95/; 600 MM/m2, o.o2 s /48/. Above these va一ues the weight Tosses

increase drastically with erosion of carbon partic一es contributing to

the weight loss as well as material vaporization.

crack formation: The formation of cracks was found to be highly

dependent on the material and on the specimen geometry which might lead

to stress concentration under heat load followed by cracking. No

systematic effort has been undertaken to explain cracking modes and the

material influences on crack initiation and crack propagation.
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5.2 Experiments on graphite

5,2.1 Materials selection and experimental pr.ocedure

For these experiments 13 grades of fine grain graphite of US-, Japanese,

and European origin have been selected. Either components of the

selected grades are already app一ied in operating devices or the grade

appeared to be promlSlng from the viewpoint of mechanical,
●

■

thermophysical or microsty.uctural pr'operties. Selected were:

- isotropIC graPhites of high mechanical strength:
●

AXF-5q, ZXF-5q, ISO 880, T6-P, MT 200 K

- isotropIC graPhites:

CL 5890 PT, EK 98, FE 219, ETP-10, IG 110

- anisotropIC gr-aPhites,
●

slight anisotropy: ATJ (not impregnated)

CGM (impregnated)

strong anisotropy･: YPD

A list of the graphite graphite manufacturers is glVen in Table 5. The

thermophysical and mechanical properties of the tested graphites are

listed in Table 6.

The graphite samples were machined from larger. blocks by dry sawlng,

milling and drilljng of the shape, the slit and the ho一e for the

attachnlent tO the sample holder (Fig. 13). Except for the small size

samp一es of a screenlng test the samp一es had a surface area of 50 mm x 50
●

mm and a thickness of 20 or 30 mn (EK 98). Additionally for samples used
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in experiments described in 5.2.3 a ho一e of 6 m diameter hadしbeen

drilled (漕ntrally into the sample front surface. The surface which l柏s

to be exposed to the beam was ground. Some samples had polished

surfaces.

All samples were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with ethanol for three

times five minutes each time. After each cleaning period the ethanol was

exchanged. The baking of the samples was performed at a temperature of

3000c for 20 h under a vacuum of 10-4 pa'After the baking the samples

were stored under a vacuum of less then 10 Pa until the experiment.

For the expeT'iments on graphite a sample holder without cooling system

was built. On the 15 mm thick copper backing plate of the sample holder

four graphite samples were attached in a vertical line. The samples were

fixed to the backing plate by bolts to be screwed to metal counterparts

which were inserted in a slit machined in the graphite sat.1Ples (Fig.

13).

●

Durlng experiments on graphite the ion source terminated operation after

pulse lengths of 145 to 353 ms. This termination of the ion source

operation is due to arclng between the extraction grids of the ion

source which seems to be caused bJ COntamination of the grids. It is

likely that the contamination during the experiments occurs in the form

of deposition of hydrocarbons which reduces the fie一d resistance against

ar-clng Or by deposition of small carbon particles which cause

deformation of the electrical field between the grl'ds.

After an experiment and the break down of the ion source caused by grid
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contamination extensive recondl'tionlng Of the ion sorce was needed to
●

remove the contamination from the extraction grids and to reach

experimental conditions again.

After beam exposure samples were examined visually and by SEM and the

weight loss was measured by r"･_ans of a microbalance. Aims of the

observations were the clarification of the erosion process on graphite

materia一s under high heat f一ux conditions and the determination of the

resistance to thermal shocks under disruption conditions.

5.2.2 Resu一ts of the comparatative experiments on graphite materia一s

The parameters of the experiments which were performed on graphite are

listed in Tab一e 7 and a summary of the experinlental resu一ts on these

materials is glVen in Table 8.

Screening test･.

For a first orientation a screenlng test With 14 samples elf nine

different grades of graphite (AXF-5Q, ISO 880, T6-P, MT 200 K, CL 5890

PT, EK 98, ETP-10, IG 110, and YPD) was done by means of small samples

which were clamped together and exposed to hydrogen beam pulses at the

same time. The samples had a surface of 5 Ⅷl X 10 mm and were al一 p一aced

in the beam center (Fig. 14). They were subJ'ected to three pu一ses at

power densities and pu一se lengths of 94附/m2, 227 ms; 94 MM/m2, 170 ms;

and 102 MW/m2, 195 ms.

After the experiment the YPD samp一e (Il)shows far 一ess signs of erosion
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compared to the other samples (Fig･ 14)･ AXF-5Q and ISO 880.show a very

homogeneous erosion structure. Other graphites (T6-P, MT 200 K, CL 5890

PT, EK 98, ETP-10, aild IG 110) disp一ay a more iryegular erosion

structure with surface voids of severa一 10 tim. The appearence is simi一ar

to microcracks but the penetration depth of these voids is very small.

It is more likely that just a few binder bh.dges between grains have

failed. The surfaces of T6-P, IG 110, EK 98 and MTK show several voids

of about 50 um diameter where obvious一y particles have been emitted from

the surface. Cracks only occured on the surfaces of AXF-5Q and ISO 880.

Full size sam

On 13 graphite grades exper.iments were per' formed with samples of a

surface area of 50 mm x 50 rnm as listed in Table 7. After the

experiments changes on the samples and sample surfaces were observed as

discoloration, erosion of surface areas, surface cracking (Fig. 15) arJd

fracture (Fig. 16). SEM micrographs of the samp一e surfaces and

micrographs of ceramographic cross sections of samples after single

pulse beam exposure are glVen in Figures 17 to 32 for each tested

graphite grade. The results can be described as follows:

AXF-5q (Figs. 17): The erosion structure observed on samples of this

grade appears to be very homogeneous. Erosion preferential一y occurs

around grains which leads to a fine structured surface as the grain size

of AXF-5Q is about 4リm.

Cracking of the sample surface already occurs under a moderate heat load

of 93仙/m2 and 176 ms. The cracks appear on the surface in a net-like

structure of high density as the spaclng between cracks is on一y in the
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order of a few mm. In the surface plane crack propagation is either

straight or slightly curved in areas c一ose to neighboring cracks as

there the surface stress distribution changes. Cross sections show that

the cracks do not propagate deeply into
,ne

bulk material and do not

exceed depths of 1.6 mm from the heat loaded surface. Crack initiation

at the surface appears to have been perpendicular to the surface plane

whereafter. cracks frequently propagate in curved fashion.

Microscopically these cracks propagate fairly straight and do not
●

dissipate into larger numbers of smaller cr'acks.

些ヒ旦旦(Figs.15, 18): The appearence of the erosion structure is even

more homogeneous than that of AXF-5Q due to the extremely fine grain

(く1um) of ZXF-5Q. Also on this materia一 strong surface cracking is found

(Fig. 15). Compared to AXF-5Q the sensitivity to crack formation seems

to be slightly higher. Despite a higher crack density on the surface the

appearence of cracks is very similar to that of cracks on AXF-5Q. The

maximum depth of crack penetration from the surface to the bulk material

is 1.6 mm.

ISO 880 (Figs. 19, 20): The
-compared

to AXF-5Q- slightly larger grain

size of ISO 880 leads to a slightly less honlOgeneOuS erosion structure.

Binder areas around grains are preferentially eroded leavlng the

spherical grains bare to the heat flux. Part of the binder bridges'

■■

between grains have failed so that some grains are only in loose contact

with the substrate.

Isd 880 appears to be highly sensitive to surface cracking under heat

flux incidence. The cracking pattern is the same as that of AXF-5Q only
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with the density of the cracks in the surface plane being significantly

higher. The maximum penetration of cracks into the bulk matey-ial is 1.4

mm and after initiation in direction perpendjcular to the heated surface

the cracks py･opaga'te in curves (Fig. 20). Also
-like AXF-5Q- in the bulk

the cracks do not branch into several smaller cracks but propagate

microscopICally fairly straight through the materia一.

望望(Figs･ 21)･･ The erosion of this rnaterial is fairly homogeneous with

the binder phase being preferentially eroded around grains. Crack

occurance is 一ess than on th'e before mentioned graphite grades. The

penetration depth into the bulk material is very small with a maximum

depth of 1.0 mm. Also the cross sections show that after initiation the

further propagation is fairl.y straight without pronounced curves as

frequent一y observed on AXF-5q, ZXト5q, and王SO 880.

MT 200 K (Figs. 22, 23): Microscopically showing a less homogeneous

erosion structur･e than the other･ mater-ials described, on the surface of

MT 200 K several voids with diameters of less than 100 um are found.

These voids are left by carbon particles, typically clusters of a few

grains which were emitted from the surface. The emission of such

partic一es seems to be caused by the preferential erosion attack to the

binder phase of the material 一eaving the structure of ti一e graphite

grains fairly unharmed. Subsequently around grains or c一usters of grains

binder bridges that have fai一ed by micro fracture can be observed. Thus

the adherence of such grains or grain c一usters to the graphite substrate

is weakened and the emission of such particles can occur (cf. 5.3.1).

J

Cracks on the surface of MT 200 K are less straight in their propagation
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than the cracks observed on t始materials described before. It appears

as if these cracks follow inhomogeneities of the nlaterial which cause an

irregular cracking pattern (Fig. 22). In cross sections (Fig. 23) the

maximum penetration depth of cracks into the bulk material is found to

be 1.2 mm although crack pr'opagation is not curved like with AXF-5Q or

ISO 880. Microscopically cracks in the bulk pr'opagate in a ''zlg-Zag''
●

like mode which resembles to the crack propagation mode found on the

samp一e surface.

CL 5890 PT (Figs. 24, 25): Erosion on CL 5890 PT surfaces is slightly

more homogeneous than on MT 200 K. Also the failure of binder brT'dges

around grains or grain clusters is observed less frlequently. Several

cracks are found on CL 5890 PT surfaces after the experiments with a

maxinlum Penetration depth into the bulk of 1.4 mn. Although

macroscopICally the cracks are not curved the microscopic Propagation of
●

the cracks seems to follow the structure of the nlaterial with grains and

voids (Fig. 25).

_E旦_壁(Figs.
26): The erosion structure of EK 98 appears to differ from

those described before as with this material grains and binder are

eroded simultaneously. Thus the failure of binder bridges around grains

is observed less frequent一y on EK 98.

A一ready under moderate heat fluxes of 70 =M/m2 for 290 ms cracks occured

on EK 98. Crack propagation on the surfaces is very irregu一ar with

smaller cracks disperslng from larger cracks into the neighbourlng
● ●

material. From cross sections it is found that cracks propagated into

the material in straight and in curved mode with a maximum propagation
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depth of 1.8 mn. Like on the materjal surface also in the bylk the

cracks fpequently disperse into several smaller cracks until they are

stopped.

FE 219 (Fig. 27): The comparatatively large grain size of the material

一eads to an inhomogeneous erosion strcture is the binder phase around

the grains is preferentially eroded. A一so on the surfaces of grains

traces of erosion attack can be found (Fig. 27). Locations where

partic一es were emitted from the surface due to a lack of adhesion can be

found frequent一y (compare with MT 200 K). On the surface of one sample a

microcrack was found with very irregular propagation pattern, similar to

the one observed on EK 98 surfaces.

ETP-10 (Fjg. 28): The erosion pattern on ETP-10 surfaces is very similar

to that of MT 200 K. Frequent一y voids of up to 200岬1 一ength are

observed which seem to be caused by failure of binder bridges under

erosion attack and surface stresses. Cracks were not observed on ETP-10.

IG 110 (Fig. 29): The erosion structure on IG 110 appears to be

inhomogeneous with strong preferential erosion of the binder phase

between grains as a comparison of slightly eroded areas with heavily

eroded areas shows (Fig. 29). Cracks were not observed on IG 110.

4Li (Fig. 30): The surface structure of heavily eroded areas on ATJ

appear-s very inhomogeneous. Erosion on this material seems to cause a

loosenlng Of the suy･face structure which allows the emission of
●

particles as large numbers of surface voids incicate. Grains of larger

size (about 20 to 30
pm)

are frequent一y found to be only loose一y
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attached to the surface as the･binder around them has fai一ed. Cracks

were not observed on ATJ.

生壁(Fig･ 31): The appearence of the CGW surface after the experiment is

identical with the appearence of ATJ surfaces described above. Cracks

were not observed on CGW.

ヱ些(Fig. 32 (ll)): Under heat load incidence parallel with the grain

orientation (Ll)the nlaterial shows a fairly homogeneous erosion

structure resembling the structure of CL 5890 PT. On YPD the binder

phase around grains is preferentially eroded. Grain surfaces show traces

of erosion attack. In general no difference in the erosion pattern could

be detected between beam incidence parallel with the grain orientation

(I()and beam incidence perpendicu一ar to the grain orientation (i)

although extreme differences in the sensitivity to heat fluxes in terms

of erosion were observed as YPD is highly anisotropIC in its thermal
●

properties (see Tab一e 6, 7). The high thermal conductivity of YPD in

(il)-dir･ectioncaused ･a lower surface temperature under heat flux

incidence in this direction and thus slgnificantly 一ower erosion. As a
●

result of this the ion source contamination durlng the experiments on

YPD (tl)was reduced leading to pulse lengths above 300 ms. Compared to

this the 一ow therma一 conductivity of YPD in u_) direction caused higher

surface temperatures on the sample and thus a stronger erosion. Rapid

contamination of the ion source led to pulse lengths of about 200 ms

(see Table 7). In the experiments one sample of YPD (ll)fractured under

a heat flux of 96 MW/m2 and 309 ms pulse length.
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5.2.3 Behaviour of graphite materjals under stress concentrat_ion

Experiments under this aspect were carried out to clarify processes of

crack initiation an'd crack propagation in graphites and to determine the

influence of the surface geometry on the functional integrity of

,graphite

first wall components under high he-at fluxes･ For these

experiments samples of shape and geometry lうke the ones used in 5.2.2

(see Fig. 13) were modified by drilling of a 6 mm diameter hole into the

center of the front surface (Fig. 33). Similar design schemes are

frequently found with graphite first wall components for tokamak

app一ications (e.g. TFTR, JT-60, and (intended) TEXTOR). usually such

holes in the front surface are needed for the attachment of graphite

components to backing structures fy.om the fy.ont side. It is expected

that during high heat fluxes on such surfaces thermal stresses

concentrate tangentially around the edge of the holes.

For'compay.ability of the results of these experiments with the results

of the.experiments performed on J'intact" samples (c.f. 5.2.2) five

graphite grades were selected which also had been tested in the previous

series. The experimental parameters are 一isted in Table 7.

些ヒ塑(Figs. 33, 34): From the macroscopic picture (Fig･ 33) it can be

seen that several large cracks were initiated at the edge of the hole

and propagated ra.dially to the sample edges. Depending on the stress

field on the sample surface some of the cracks are curved and form

branches in areas of high surface stresses. Figure 34 shows micrographs

of one of these cracks initiated at the edge of the hole. Obviously the

failure was induced by tangential compressive stresses which occured
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along the edge of the hole under the applied heat load. A view along the

crack into the depth of the hole (Fig. 34 c) shows deep propagation of

the crack in■to the bu一k materia一. Examinations reveal propagation depths

of up to 10 mm which is far higher than the propagation depths recorded

on AXF-5Q samples without hole (c.f. 5.2.2, max. crack propagation depth

1.6 m). The actual site of crack initiation is shown in Figure 34 b.

Failure of the material seems to be induced by compressive stresses in

the surface layer as the graphite in this area failed irregularly

leading to outbreaks of larger particles. The further propagation of the

crack into the depth of the material is supposed to have been caused by

tensile stresses in the ''cold''material zone. Thus the pattern of

further crack propagation is more str'aight compared to the more

irregu一ar -■initiation''pattern (Fig. 34 b).

CL 5890 PT (Fig. 35): Compared to AXF-5Q crack for･mation on CL 5890 PT

samp一es was slightly 一ess intense. Cracks initiated at the ho一e edge

propagated radially from the hole with some cracks reaching the sample

edge. The crack propagation mode on CL 5890 PT js 一ess straight than on

AXF-5Q which seems to be caused by small local l'nhomogeneities in the

matey･ial structure. The site of crack initiation (Fig. 35 b) is very

inhomogeneous in appearence with the crack formlng a ''zlg-Zag" pattern.
●

Ranging deeper into the depth of the material (Fig. 35 c) the mode of

cy.ack propagation is similar'to the one observed in the cross section of

a CL 5890 PT sample w.ithout hole (Fig. 25). Like with AXF-5Q cracks

initiated at the edge of the hole range deeply into the material (about

10 mm).

ETP-10 (Fig. 36): Compared to AXF-5Q and CL 5890 PT less cracks by
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number and penetration depth were initiated at the ho一e edg昏Df ETP-10.

The basic initiation and surface propagation pattern of cracks on ETP-10

is similar to CL 5890 PT. The propagation of all cracks on the sample

surface is stopped before reaching the sample edge. Figure 36 b gives an

example of a crack tip where the propagation of such a crack on the

sample surface is stopped by dispersion in the structure of the

material. The penetration depth of cr.acks into the bulk was found to be

very shallow. Tensile stresses, even under concentration at the hole

edge are not sufficient to cause deep crack propagation in ETP-10.

IG 110 (Fig. 37): A few cracks were initiated at the edge of the hole

under the applied heat fluxes. Two types of cracks could be detected. On

one side cracks which after initiation by compressive stresses at the

sample surface propagated into the bulk driven by tensile stresses.

Usually these cracks propagated for a few mm into the bulk (Fig. 37 b).

On the other side small cracks which were initiated in the same way, but

which did not propagate into the bulk (Fig. 37 c). The propagation

patterゎ of larger cracks on the samp一e surface is simi一ar to the one

observed on CL 5890 PT.

ALL (Fig. 38): At the edge of the sample ho一e only very few microcracks

could be detected which did not propagate into the bulk deeply (Fig.

38 a). These cracks are dissipated into branches and thus only have very

short ranges on 'the material surface (Fig. 38 b). The fairly

inhomogeneous structure of the ATJ materia一 is ideally suited for

arresting crack tips (Fig. 38 c). Thus in a comparison of all tested

materials from 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 ATJ seems to have the highest resistan.ce

against crack initiation and crack propagation under high heat fluxes.
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5.3 Discussion of the experimental results on graphites

5.3.1 Erosion

For a comprehensive evaluation of the experimental results on erosion of

graphite materials the weight loss in the experiment was correlated to a

heat flux parameter F as shown in Figure 39. The heat flux parameter F

F=P_ v㌻
A

with.･ P/A: power density in MM/m2

t.･ duration ol･ the heat flux in s

was chosen to combine the factors power density and duration of the heat

load in one parameter'which is in accord with the process of

one-dimensiona一 surface heating. For one-dinlenSional heat flux Impact On
●

surfaces with durations shorter than the thermal diffusion time of the

samples the temperature rise on the sample surface is only dependent on

power density and duration of the heat flux ( P/AFT) and the material

properties density, thermal conductivity, and specific heat

/32,74,76,77,102/. As in the experiments the heating conditions wer'e

a一most one-dimensiona一 in the area of the sample (broad energy density

distribution profile of the beam, Fig. 3) and the duration of the heat

一oads well be一ow the therma一 diffusion time, the heat f一ux parameter F

is a parameter in c一ose †､elation to the therma一 reaction of the sample.

This parameter allows to compare the erosion results of the experiments,

although the pulse lengths varied in between 145 and 353 ms. A more

detailed description on this parameter is given in /2/. Figure 39 shows

the experimental results on erosion obtained on graphites as described

in 5.2.2 and 5.2.3.
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The figure indicates that the thy-eshold for the occurance of･erosion on

graphite under high heat fluxes is about 36榊/m2付which corresponds to

power densities and pulse lengths of 114 MW/m2 for 100 ms, 80.5 MW/m2

for 200 ms, or 66 MW/m2 for 300 ms. These values are in the range of the

threshold values given in the literature (c.f. 5.1). Above these values

weight つosses by erosion rapid一y lnCreaSe.

The measured weight losses show significant scatter with ZXF-5Q showing

very little erosion at moderate heat fluxes (2.5 mg at 47 MW/m2v=) and

one YPD
sample川) with small weight loss under high heat flux (13.3 mg

at 57 MW/m2柁). on the other side ATJ shows high erosion of 36.1 mg

under a heat flux of 55 MW/m2q. The other graphites show weight losses

varying within a factor of about 2 at comparable heat fluxes. AXE--5Q

marks the lower end of this band with moderate erosion.

For an undersJ:anding of these erosion results several processes which

contribute to the overall weight loss have to be taken into account:

Vaporization.'Temperature driven vaporization of carbon is one of the

main causes of erosion under high heat fluxes. With rislng Surface

temperature the vapor pressure of materials rises exponentially which

一eads to increasing vaporl'zation of materia一 /76,77/. An energy ba一ance

between incomlng heat flux, energy expended into vaporization and energy

expended intoねdiation and thermal conductラon is supposed to be reached

at an equilibrium temperature of about 29000c in short pulse/high
heat

flux experiments on graphites /101,103/. Large amounts of the vaporized

nlaterial condense on colder surfaces near the heated area to form layer･s

of pyrolytic carbon-一ike structure. Figure 40 shows a thick pyrolytic
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carbon-like coating deposited on a collector surface next to the heated

surface of carbon materia一 samples. However the slgnificant scatter in

weight loss which occured in the experiments cannot be exp一ained

sufficiently by vaporization processes only.

Particle erosion: After the experiments on most of the graphite samples

surface areas were detected where binder bridges between grains were

preferential一y eroded and where such binder bridges have fajled by

microcracking. Frequently this failure occurs around large slngle grains

or grain clusters typICally of about 50 to 100 um diameter. Figure 41

a, b, c glVeS three examp一es for such a loosenlng Of the surface

structure around grain clusters by preferential erosion and

micrtocracking for ETP-10, CL 5890 PT, and ATJ. Clusters around which

this process has reached an advanced stage may be emitted from the

surface as particles. Figure 41 d shows a surface void on MT 200 K where

obviously such a particle must have been emitted.

Figure 42 schematically shows the process of particle erosion. Before

the experimen･t (1) the surface appears with grain surfaces, binder

areas, and pores betweer'grains /104/. htith the onset of the heat flux

the surface temperature rapidly r'ises and compressive stresses develop

in the surface 一ayer (2). Binder areas between grains are preferentially

subjected to erosion. Increaslng COmPreSSive stresses with the

continuation of the heat flux cause micro failure of binder bridges

between grains which already are weakened by preferential erosion (3).

Compressive stresses in this surface area can be locally released by the

emission of such a particle (4) whose contact to the substrate has been

weakened before.
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It is assumed that the tendency to such an eT'OSion behaviour,-depends on

the grapけite grade, especially the kind of filler and binder, the grain

●

size, and the heat treatment. As in these respects slgnうficant

differences exist between the tested graphites, the scatter in the

erosion behaviour may be largely ascribed to the process of particle

●

erOSIOn.

Chemical and sjcal ら utterin Compared to the two effects mentioned

before the influence of chemical and physical sputtering is regarded as

neglegible. The critical tempey.atuy.e range for chemical sputterlng Of

graphite (5000c to 9000c) /105-log/ is quick一y passed within some 10 ms

durlng the experiment. The hydrogen fluence of a high heat flux pulse is

too low to cause slgnificant weight loss by physical sputterlng
●

(hydrogen fluence about 1.5 x 1017 at/(cm2 pu一se)) /109-111/.

5.3.2 Cracking

During'the high heat flux experiments on graphite (cf. 5.2.2) cracks

were initiated on the sample surfaces of the following grades.･ AXF-5Q,

ZXF-5Q, ISO 880, T6-P, MT 200 K, CL 5890 PT, EK 98, and FE 2i9

(mjcrocrack) (see Table 8).

The description of the cracking behavLiour of the v,-,Pious graphites in

the experiments ●by use of a common figure of merit for the ther'mal shock

resistance of materials R or a modified figure R' proved to be

impossible /112/. Figures for the various graphites given by
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O

R=-
EQ

Or oV有R'=-
Eq

with o : ultimate strength

q : coeffヰc.ient of linear therma一 expansion

E: Young-s modulus

k: thermal conductivity

did not show any correlation to the experimental result.s. This may be

due to the strong temperature dependence of the physical and mechanical

properties emp一oyed in the lTigures of merit (o, k, E). The data base

for these properties at temperatures above 22000c which seem to be

relevant for the case of disruption heat loads and their simulation

/101,103/ is insufficient.

Depending on the raw materials used, the presslng method and the

graphitization temperature during the production process the high

temperature properties of graphites vary considerably, especia一ly in the

temperature reg10n ablove 20000c where graphite starts to show increaslng

ductile behaviour /104/. Qualitatively the parameters of the thermal

shock resistivity figures are dependent on the temperature as follows

/104/:

U一timate strength (tensi一e, compressive, flexural):

The mechanica一 properties of graphite lmPrOVe at e一evated temperatures.

The maximum values are reached between 22000c and 25000c depending on

the graphite. At higher temperatures the ultimate strength decreases

y'apidly due to the increaslng Plasticity of the material.
=
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Young'? modulus:

The value of the Youngls modulus at elevated temperatures is highly

dependent on the mat.erial (degree of graphitization, anisotropy,

porosity). In general the Young's modulus increases with temperature

until reaching a turn around from which the mod-Jlus starts to decrease

I

again. The temperature of this turn around and the gradient of the

decrease in the YoungJs modulus vary ovey- a wide range depending on the

mater･ial.

Linear therma一 expansion coefficient:

With rislng temperature the coefficient 6f 一inear therma一 expansion
●

slightly rises.

Thermal conductivity:

For all graphites the thermal conductivity decreases with increasing

temperature quite rapid一y to roughly one third from room temperature to

20000c.

Thus the only parameter 一eft with some reliability for the estimation of

the therma一 shock properties of various graphites is the linear therma一

expansion coefficient as here the temperature dependence is less

pronounced. A comparison of the values of the linear thernlal expansion

coefficient (Table 6) with the cracking behaviour of the graphites shows

that all graphites with large thermal expansion coefficients (large･r

than 6 x 10-6/oc) tended to crack under the applie(I heat fluxes. Among

these the grades with highest sensitivity to cracking were found (lSO

880, AXF-5Q, and ZXF-5Q). Of the graphites with l(wer coefficients of

thermal expansion two grades cracked (CL 5890 PT and EK 98) and one

grade showed microcracking (FE 219).
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The resu一ts obtaine.d on samples･ where stress concentrations were induced

by a 6 mn diameter hole in the heat loaded surface (cf. 5.2.3) are

consistent with those obtained on standard samples without holes. In

these experiments AXF-5Q proved to be most sensitjve to cracking

followed by CL 5890 PT. IG 110 and ETP-10 only showed small cracks. ATJ

turned out to be most resistent against crack formation.

A comprehensive view on these results leads to the followlng ranking in

sensitivjty to cracking under high heat fluxes (in order of increasing

cracking resjstance):

ISO 880, (YPD: fracture on one samp一e)

AXF-5q, ZXト5q

EK 98

T6-P, MT 200 K

CL 5890 PT

FE 219

IG 110, ETP-10

ATJ (CGh()

From the observations of cracks on irradiated Samples and from the

literature on graphite fracture /104,113-119/ a model for the cracking

of. graphites under high heat fluxes has been derived. In this model the

process of cracking is divided into two subsequent phases of crack

initiation and crack propagation (Fig. 43).
†

Crack initiation: Duy.jng the rapid heating under high heat loads (100

MM/m2 and above) graphite su,faces reach temperatures above 20000c

-
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within 80 ms /76/. The resulting thermal expansion causes laテge

cornpr･essive stresses in a thin surface layer of the material /94/. Thus

-cracking on the surface of a graphite sample is initiated by compressive

stresses. Micrographs of the crack initiation sites on graphite samples

(Figs. 34 b, 35 b) prove that the initia一 failure of the material is

caused by comptressive stresses as the cracking pattern indicates failure

by shear /113/. Because this process occurs at surface temperatures well

above 20000c, the actua一 compressive stresses under these叩nditions

presently cannot be determined because of a lack of data on the

thermophysica- behaviour of graphites above 20000c. As graphite shows

increasingly ductile behaviour in this temperature regime the fai一ure of

graphite is assumed to occur in an elastic-p一astic mode /104/. Under

short therma一 loads as app一ied in the experiments (145 to 353 ms) and

under even shorter load durations during disruptions (overall duration

about 20 ms including ther･mal and magnetic quench) only a very thin

surface layer of the materia一 is heated with steep thermal gradients

developlng in the material in direction of the incident heat flux which
●

is characten'zed by the exponential term in eq. (3) (cf. 4.3). Thus the

initial drivlng force for'crack propagation into the material is lost

very soon because the stress field rapid一y changes with a decrease of

compressive stresses and a subsequent increase of tensile stresses in

the bulk of the material. This tensile stress field is caused by

reactive stresses to the thermal expansion of the materia一 surface under

the heat load. Additionally the stress field in areas near the surface

can change as the induced cracks can cause a r･elaxatior1 0f existing

stresses. The curvature of cracks observed on AXF-5Q, ZXF-5Q, and ISO

880 samples seems to have been caused by such changes in the stres芦

field.

-
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Crack ation: On the sampl色s where therma一 induced stresses occured

without additional stress concentration by holes in the surface geometry

the observed depth of crack penetration in the bulk material was very

small and did not exceed 1.6 mm on any graphite (except YPD, where

fracture occured on one sample). Obviously the stresses in these samples

were not sufficient to sustain crack propagation to greater depths.

However under stress concentration which occured on samples, where a

hole was machined in the surface deep crack propagation was observed on

AXF-5q and CL 5890 PT and to a smaller extent on IG 110. In these cases

the concentration of tensile stresses tangential to the edge of the hole

was sufficient to sustain crack propagation. For the grades ETP-10 and

ATJ even these stresses were not high enough for deep crack propagation.

The cracks (microcracks) which were induced by the concentration of

compressive stresses at the hole edge on the sample surface remained

confined to this surface layer.

Observations of the ml'crostructure of the tested graphite grades show a

correlation to their cracking behaviour under high heat fluxes.

According to a model on the stress distribution in the front of a crack

in graphite /114/ inhomogeneities of the mater'ial structure by grains,

binder phase, and pores cause considerable var.iations of the stress

distribution compared to a homogeneous material (Fig. 44).

A comparison of the microstructure of a material with the microscopIC

appearence of cracks shows that with increaslng inhomogeneity of the
:｣

materia一 cracks propagate in a "zig-zag暮'-一ike pattern and tend to branch

into minor cracks. The ''zlg-Zag''pattern follows the structure of the
●
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material with grains, binder phase, and pores. By this way lar'ger

■

amounts of energy are dissipated into the propagation of cracks with the

resu一t of anうncreased resistance against crack propagation compared to

homogeneous materials. Observations on (AXF-5Q, ZXF-5Q, ISO 880) showed

that on grades with a very homogeneous microstructure cy.acks

microscopICally propagate on a fair一y straight path whereas the more

inhomogeneous materials (MT 200 K, CL 5890 PT, EK 98) show crack

pr-opagation in the "zig-zag" mode. The most pronounced behaviour in this

way.is shown by ATJ (Fig･ 38)･ This most inhomogeneous grade of the

tested materia一s prevents crack propagation into the depth of the

material by lmmediate dissipation of microcracks into branches which are
●

easi一y arrested jn the structure of the material. Thus for an estimation

of the crack propagation resistance of a graphite under tensile stresses

besides the tensile strength of the material the microstructure has to

be taken into account.

Similar obsey'vations were made in studies on fracture toughness and

crack growth properties of graphites /104,114,115/. These studies

include experiments on coarse and fine grain graphites. As a general

result the higher tensile strength of fine grain graphites does not

prove to be advantag.eous in terms of cracking properties as a coarse

grain structure pr'events straight crack propagation. The high heat flux

experiments show that this observation is a一so vall'd among fine grain

graphites as also here slgnificant differences exist in the

microstructure of the material from gy.ade to grade.

Figure 45 shows a schematic of the process of crack formation on

graphjtes under high heat fluxes which includes all parametersっf

-
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influence on this pr･ocess as dis'cussed above. Concernlng a further

evaluation of the cracking behaviour of graphites under the two stage

model of crack initiation by compressive stresses and crack propagation

under tensile stresses the followlng Statements may Serve aS guideline:

- An exact determination of the crack initiation process under

compressive stresses presently is impossib一e as only extreme一y few

data on the mechanical and thermophysICal properties of graphites in
●

the temperature reglOn above 20000c are ava=ab-e. Thus present一y the
=

only possible way is a phenomenological comparl'son of the behaviour of

different graphite grades as undertaken in this study.

- The process of crack propagation in graphite materials under tensile

stresses can be furtherly investigated by experimental work on

fractuy.e mechanics as here the data base on fine grain graphites for

fusion applications is scarce /104,114-119/.

6. Response of pyrolytic carbon and brazed pyrolytic carbon
- copper

conpounds to high heat fluxes

Pyrolytic carbon is regarded as a materia一 for special app一ications as

first wall component. The very high therma一 conductivity of this

materia一 in direction perpendicular to the grain orientation glVeS it

the capacity of standing high heat fluxes for long pulses provided the

heat is removed by a heat sink of sufficient capability on the backside

of the pyrolytic carbon component. Thus it is desirable to attach the

pyrolytic carbon material to a metal base structure which is actively

-
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cooled, e.g. by brazing of pyrolytic carbon slices to copper coo一ing

tubes. Such components are expected to have the capability of quasi

steady state heat flux removal in the order of 30 to 40 MM/m2.
f

In the frame of several experimental studies uslng electron beam

fa'cilities the high heat flux behaviour of pyrolytic carbon was

investigated /26,37,53,93,94/. All these studies report outstanding

results in terms of low erosion under high heat fluxes and good thermal

shock stability. For a further investigation of the high heat flux

behaviour of pyrolytic carbon and a brazed pyrolytic carbon compound

@
system the following experiments were carrl'ed out (see Table 9):

Two grades of pyrolytic carbon ("pyroid‖of Pfizer lnc. (*) and

*: Physical properties of the Carbone Loyyaine product were not

available. For Pyroid of Pfi7_er the followlng Values are given at room

temperature /120/:

flexural'strength ({F) (tI-dir･):

tensile strength (5T) (1卜dir･):

compressive strength (6-c) (II-dir･):

(i-dip.):

Young's modulus (E) (JI-dip.):

lin. therm. expansion (衣)(a-dip.).･

(i-dip.):

therm. conductivity (k) (1J-dip.):

(i-dip. ).･

density (3):

renlark: (i): against grain orientation

(I():with grain orientation

84.4 N/mm2

105.4 N/mm2

140.6 N/mm

316.4 N/mm2

31150 N/TTm

1 x 10-6/oc

13 x 10-6/oc

346.2 M/(mOc)
1.7 M/(mOc)

2.2 g/cm3
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JJnormale" of Carbone Lorraine) w'ere subjected to heat f一ux incidence

parallel to their･ grain orientation (LI).

As for the Carbone Lorraine product samples of suitable geometry were

not available, three small bars were clamped together with the

(tL)-direction facing the heat f一ux. Samp一e sizes in the experiments

varied between 25 mm x 30 mm and 30 mm x 30 mm. In addition to these

experiments one test of the Carbone Lorraine grade was c'arried out with

heat flux incidence in LL)-direction of the grain.

The test of a brazed pyrocarbon
-

metal compound system was performed on

a sample with Pyroid bars of 5 mm thickness brazed to a 3 mm thick

copper base plate of 40 mm x 40 m size. As pyrolytic carbon is a

material of high thermal conductivity it was expected that a major

portion of the incident heat flux is quickly transferred through the

pyrolytic carbon towards the brazed interface and the copper base plate.

Thus a一so the interfacうal behaviour of carbon materia一 and base metal

had to be examined. The fo一lowing results were obtained by the

experiments on pyrolytic carbon:

坦し地(Fig. 46)･. After the experiment the surface of Pyroid

appeared to be slightly roughened. Further microscopICal effects were
●

not detected. A一so the weight change of the sample under the heat load

was within the range of uncertainty of the measurement (uncertainty 0.5

mg). several cracks developed on the sanlPle which straightly propagate

on the sample surface. An examination of the crack surfaces revealed

that crack propagation occured interlaminar perpendicu一ar to･the

direction of 一ow thermal conductivity and h.igh thermal expansion.
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CHa_rbo_p_eLorraine (normal_e,il)_(Fig. 47): Under the heat load no =ehanges

of the s白rface structure occured. Also with the Carbone Lorraine grade

the weight loss was within the detection limit. Cracks detected on one
r

sample are of a similar mode like the ones found with Pyroid although

the extent of cracking is less than on Pyroid.

Carbone Lorraine (normale,⊥): For purposes of comparison one Carbone

Lorraine samp一e was sub3'ected to heat f一ux incidence in direction of 一ow

thermal conductivity. Under a heat flux of 100 MW/m2 for 347 ms the

sample severely eroded with an overall weight loss of 502 mg.

Bj_a+ed Pyroid -

copp_eJ C_OPP9unMd 3幽(Fig. 48): The b一azed sample

complete一y failed under the applied heat load of 106 MM/m2 for 416 ms.

Several interlaminar cracks on the Pyroid pieces OCCured in the plane

perpendicu一ar to the direction of low therma一 conductivity and high

thermal expansion. However the complete failure of the sample occured at

the interface of pyrolytic carbon and copper where a long crack

separated the carbon material layert llrom the metal base plate. The crack

propagated through the brazed interface as well as through the pyrolytic

carbon material. Obviously this crack was caused by bending of the

copper base plate under the heat load which was transferred through the

pyrolytic carbon to the base plate. By way of bending the copper seems

to have released internal stresses which were caused by the brazlng
●

process of the compound. Because of their nonductility the pyrolytic

car'bon layers do not have the ability to also bend and thus spalled.

The experimental results on pyrolytic car･bon and the brazed pyrolytic

carbon
-

metal compound system are of relevance to fusion applications

in the followlng respects:
●

-
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- As pyrolytic carbon material w.ith front faces that can stand high heat

fluxes is only available in small chips of a few cm2 surface this

matey.ial can only be applied with these chips being clamped together

in a holder structure or being brazed to a metal substrate. Because of

this, interlaminar cracking as observed in the experiments is not

relevant. As these cracks propagate in a very straight mode holder

structures can be deslgned to keep the segments which resulted from
●

the cracking 7'n place. Also these cracks can be tolerated if the

segments are attached to the metal substrate by braze of pyrocarbon
-

metal compound systems with br'azed interfaces.

- In current concepts of actively cooled high heat flux components (e.g.

leading edge of pump limiter heads) pyrolytic carbon is attached to

copper cooling tubes which are deslgned to r.emove the heat fluxes

which were deposited on the pyrolytic carbon surface and subsequently

transferred through the carbon materia一 to the copper coo一ing tubes.

During the remova一 of heat fluxes in the range of 30 to 40 MW/m2 the

copper coo=ng tubes･operate at wal- temperatures of 300 to 4000c･ In

the case of a disruption onto such a component a significant amount of
●

additional energy would be trarISferred through the pyrolytic carbon to

the tube walls and there an excursion to temperatures wel】 above the

mentioned 300 to 4000c can occur. In such a case the metal base might

undergo plastic deformation to release internal stresses and the

brazed pyrolytic car･bon layer might spall off as it happened during

the high heat flux experiment.
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7. Implication of the experimental results for the application 6f･first

wall materials and components

r

Table 10 lists the possible responses of metals and carbon materials to

high heat fluxes as derived from the experimental results of this and a

prevrious study /34/. Possible influences of these phenomena on plasma -

wall interaction processes and resulting dama( I

to components are

indicated. However not all of the observed phenomena due to the response

of a material to heat loads have to be regarded as damage (e.g. twin

formation) if the integrity of a component is not reduced by this

Process.

On metals the greatest damage is caused by melting and cracking. In the

experiments of this study cracking on samples did not occur before

sur'face me一ting was initiated. The process of crack initiation under

heat loads below the melting threshold was observed on tungsten and

tungsten alloys /34,61,121/. Cracks on stain一ess steel and a一uminium are

initiated in resolidifjed melt zones. Due to fatigue growth of these

cracks under cyclic operation of fusion devices the lifetime of the

first wall can be drastically reduced /122-124/. Several lifetime

estimates for'metal first wall concepts do not include growth of

pre-existent cracks /125-128/.

Figure 49 glVeS a COmParison of the damage threshold for. melting on

metals and thresholds for erosion and crack initiation on graphites as

function of the heat flux parameter F (cf. 5.3.1). For injtial me一ting

of aluminium and stain一ess stee一 far 一ess heat 一oad is needed compared

to copper and nlOlybdenum and initial damage on graphite.
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Both disadvantages, the detrimental effect of pre-existent cracks on the

fatigue 一ifetime and the high sensitivity to melting under high heat

fluxes of stainless steel and aluminium call for a shielding of these

materials against off-normal heat loads from the plasma.

The thresho一ds for melting of copper and mo一ybdenum are much higher than

those fort stainless steel and aluminium. An excess of these thresholds

has to be carefully avoided during plasma operation. 1f t'hese metals are

melted under excessive heat loads, redeposition of the eroded material

will occur on the wal一 surfaces of the vessel. As redeposited material

can be reeroded easi一y by sputtering of p一asma partic一es, the plasma

impurity content during.Further operation will increase which is

especially unfavourab一e with.medium or high Z materials 一ike copper or

molybdenum. A mode一 of this pytocess of plasma
-

wall interaction is

described in /129/.

The high particle fluxes from the plasma on col一ector plates of

divertors of next generdtion devices however dema?1d low hydrogen,

hydrogen isotope, and he一ium sputterlng COefficients of the plate

mate'rial so that high Z materials are preferred for this application as

carbon materia一s wou一d show veyty limi'ted lifetimes due to

comparatatively high sputtering yields /8,25,130,131/. If the plasma

temperature at the edge of the sheath in front of the djvertor col一ector

p一ate is kept low enough (く50eV), high Z materia一s are favourable to

low Z materials /132/. Compared to tungsten, another candidate for

d7'vertor app一ication which has been tested in other studies /34,61,121/,

mo一ybdenum has a higher damage threshold under heat loads aS nO Cracking

occurs before initia一 melting.
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Fine grain graphite materials proved to be quite resistent agai触t

therma一 shocks (see Fig. 49). The main concern with this material is

crack formation which can potentia一ly lead to component failure by
f

fracture. The process pf cracking on graphite under high heat fluxes can

be divided into two stages namely crack jn7'tiation under compressive
′~

stresses and crack propagation under tensile stresses into the component

bulk. The experimenta一 resu一ts indicate that conts■;deylable differences

exist among the tested graphite grades with respect to crack initiation

and crack propagation resistance. The best materia一s in these terms are

those with a smal一 coefficient of therma一 expansioIl and a rather

inhomogeneous microstructure like ATJ or ETP-10 (cf. 5.2.2, 5.3.2). A

low coefficient of thermal expansion wil一 一ead to reduced thermal

stresses. Cracks which are initiated irl a materia一 of comparatatively

inhomogeneous microstructure are easily dissipated and stopped within

the material structure. In addition to the lmPOrtanCe Of the choice of
●

the graphite grade for galnlng maximum thermal shock stability the
● ●

deslgn Of the component is of utmost importance. Under heat loads stress
●

concentrations 'dhich can occur a一ong notches or ho一es in the component

can influence the high heat flux res.:stance to a comparable extend as

the choic･e of the graphite grade (cf. 5.2.3, 5.3.2). Compressive

stresses 一eading to crack initiation as I.A)ell a.s tensile stresses being

responsib一e for crack propagation can concentrate along such artificial

voids.

One disadvantage in the application of graphites with a comparatatively

inhomogeneous mjcrostructure is their enhanced erosion under high heat

fluxes. Besides the process of vaporization particles of sizes in the

order of one or a few grains can be eroded from the heated surface. Both
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effects contribute to the er･osionl on these grades (cf. 5.3.1). However

it is assumed that the disadvantage of higher erosion with graphites of

rather inhomogeneous microstructure weighs less than the higher

resistance against crack initiation and crack propagation. Additionally

the curved cracking mode which was observed on graphites with high

therma一 expansion coef'ficient (AXF-5Q, ZXF-5Q, ISO 880) (cf. 5.2.2)

implies that under subsequent cyclic loads surface layers can easily

spall off which would 一ead to a thinnlng Of the component'which far
●

exceeds the erosion effects melntioned before.

As an overall conclusion of these considerations the app一ication of fine

grain graphites with 一ow therma一 expansion coefficient and an

inhomogeneous microstructure is favE)urable to an application of other

gytades jn terms of high heat flux behaviour. In this context it needs to

be mentioned that this recommendation is glVen Without consideration of

poss'ible differences in the stability of various graphite g'rades under

neutron irradiation /133/. For a final determination of a prime

candidate graphite (PCG') besides the high heat flux behaviour among

other issues especial一y the neutron irradiation behaviour have to be

evaluated comprehensively.

The experimental results on the behaviour of graphites under off-nornlal

heat load conditions are relevant for inertiall.y and radiation cooled as

well as for actively cooled components with graphites as plasma facing

materia一. Compared to the therma一 constant time which is in the same

order of magnitude with such inertially or radiation coo一ed and actively

cooled components disruption heat loads are ty'ansient effects with

duration which are about three orders of magnitude shorter than the
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thermal constant time. Thus the disruption response of graphiteT
･

componen.ts of different techno一ogy should be similar with each other

except the followlng differences:
f

- Radiation cooled components as they are proposed for long pulse

m畠chines of the next generation, especially NET, are operating at

steady state temperatures of 1500 to 18000c /8,130,131,134/. These

surface temperatures are reached in compact devices with inertially

cooled graphite components at the end of the pulse (CIT-design)

/135,136/. It is assumed that disruption heat fluxes on such preheated

conlPOnentS Will cause higher erosion,, because compared to actively

cooled components operating at 一ow temperatures of a few hundred
Oc

a

larger amount of the incident disruption energy will be expended in

vaporization. Whether a一so the cracking behaviour is influenced is

still open｡

- Actively cooled components consisting of a plasma faclng graphite

layer wh'ich is brazed to a coo一ed met.al base can have interna一

residual stresses orlglnating from a mismatch in the thermal expansion
●

●

coefficients of surface 一ayer and substrate material. The residua一

stresses in gl､aPhite m_ay exert the same effect on crack initiation and

crack propagation as it has been found for the case of stress

concenty-ation. Thus by internal stresses cracking of the sample under

heat loads would be enhanced. On the other hand side the surface

geometrツOf brazed graphite 一ayers does not need to have artifjcjal

voids like hcles or notches as they are often necessary for the

attachment of all graphite components ･to the wall (e.g. holes for

bolts, notches for remote hand.'Ling).Such stress concentrations under
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heat loads can be avoided on actively cooled components.

A specia一 case to be considered are components of pyrolytic carbon

layers brazed to actively cooled metal bases. As these components are

designed for the removal of very high heat fluxes in the order of 30 to

40 MM/m2 /137/ the cooling tubes are operated at high wall temperatIWeS

(for copper cooling tubes 300 to 400 0c). During a disrupt10n the

incident heat 一oad is quickly transferred front the pyrolytic carbon

surface to the metal base due to the very high thermal conductivity of

pyrolytic cat.bon. This additional heat load to the metal tube walls may

increase the tube wall temperature as much that internal sty.esses might

be relaxed by deformation of the component. As the pyrolytic carbon

一ayer cannot fo一low such a deformation this 一ayer might spall from the

metal base leading to the failur.e of the component.

8. Summary

An expe･rimental program on metals and carbon materials was carm'ed out

to determine the response of these materials to hl'gh heat fluxes and to

establish a data base on this issue. The device used for the experiments

has been the 10 MW Neutra一 Beam lnjection Test Stand of the IPP Nagoya.

Samples were exposed to a hydrogen beam with power densities of 15 to

120 MM/m2 and pulse durations of 50 to 950 ms. The distribution of the

power density over an area of 40 mm in diameter was almost homogeneous.

The use of this device proved that Neutral Beam lnjection Test Sta㍗ds

provide a most suitable tool for high heat flux experiments.
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Among metals stain一ess steel, aluminiunl, Copper, and molybdenum w-ere

subjected to high heat fluxes. The results can be summarized as fol一ows:

r

- The melting thresholds for stainless steel and aluminium are similar

with each other with about 15 =M/m2rsl･The_me-ting thresholds for

copper (39 Mu/m2陀) and molybdenum (49 MW/m2√訂)indicate the by far

higher heat flux resistance of these materials.

- Cracks in the resolidified me一t occured on stainless stee一 and

aluminium. Such cracks may drastically reduce the component lifetime.

This and the low melting t'.hreshold of both materials call for a

shielding against high heat fluxes from the plasma when applied as

first wall materials.

- Very strong motion of the melt caused roughened surface structures

after resolidifica七ion on stainless steel and molybdenum. The possible

influence of this eff'ect on plasma
-

surface interaction is discussed.

The high heat flux behaviour of 13 grades of fine grain graphite was

invest7'gated. In addition the inf一uence of stress concentration on the

the thermal shock stability of graphite components was determined. The

results are as follows･.

- Among graphites significant scatter in the erosion behavl.Our under

high heat fluxes exists. This scatter may be caused by a particle

erosion process where graphite grains or clusters of grains are

emitted f.ron the heated graphite sur'face.

一丁he sensjtl'vity to cracking under high heat fluxes consjderably varies

from grade to grade. The best graphites ■in terms of therma一 shock

stability are those with a small coefficient of therma一 expansion
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which keeps therma一 stresses low and an inhomogeneous mic†､ostructure

which eases the ayyest of cracks. For the･ explanation of the cracking

behaviour of graphites a two stage mode一 of crack initiation under

compressive surface stresses and crack propagation under七ensile

stresses in the bulk of the material was developed.

- For a successful application of graphite components a deslgn is needed
●

whjch avoids the occurance of stress concentrations under heat loads.

In the experiments graphite proved to react highly sens'itive to stress

concentration with enhanced crack initiation and propagation. However

also here substantial differences in the sensitivity to str'ess

concentration exist among the tested graphite grades.

Fl'nally pyrolytic carbon and brazed pyroly七ic carbon
-

copper base

components as special purpose materials for the removal of high steady

state heat fluxes were evaluated. Here the high thermal conductivity of

pyrolytic carbon 一ayers causes a fast transfer of considerab一e heat

一oads to the meta一 base. The meta一 structure may be heated as much that

internal stresses may be relaxed by p一astic deformatjon which can result

in the failure of the component as the carbon layer may spall from the

meta一 base.
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nO.

一■一---I--

material sho七no. pulselen

(ms)

1

stainless

stee一

1.4311 18050 50

2 1.4311 15965 88

3 1.4311 15991 504

4

5

1.4311

stainless

steel

304

16084

20815

951

101

6 304 20787 101

7 304 25124 101

8 304 28215 151

9

10

304

aluminium

25125

28393

202

50

EEI aluminium ま!C470 101

12 aluminium 25124 101

13

14

aluminium

copper

28215

28673

202

189

15 copper 20779 208

16 copper 28610 258

17 COPPer 25155 302

18

19

copper

molybdenum

28563

29137

510

271

20 molybdenum 25204 302

21 molybdenum 20845 403

22 mo一ybdenum 28762 611

ngth powerdenslty
′ヽ

(MW/m∠)

70

64

21

.16

51

60

76

55

76

68

44

49

32

97

94

83

80

60

104

77

80

62

Table 3: Parameters of the experiments on metals
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material

P

meltingthreshold structureofreso- craLCksinreso-

(MM/m2棺) 1idifiedmeltlayer lidifiedmeーt

stainl.stee一

aluminium

copper

mo一ybdenum

14

15

39

49

rlPPleformation
●

plain

plain

rlPPleformation
●

yes

yes

nO

nO

Table 4: SutTmary Of experimental results on metals

remark: The melting threshold is indicated in form of the heat

flux parameter F in MW/m2lq(cf. 4.2.3). The indicated

values are valjd for short heat loads of 一ess than 1 s

with an accuracy of 20 %.
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AXト5q

ZXF-5q

ISO 880

IG 110

MT200 K

YPD

T6-P

ETP-10

and

of Poco Graphite, Inc., 1601 South State St., Decatur, Texas

76234, USA

and

of Union Carbide Corp., Carbon Products Div., P.0. Box 94617,

Cleveland, Ohio 44101, USA

and

of Toyo Tanso Co., Ltd., 7-12 Takeshima, 5-chome,

Nishiyodogawa-ku, Osaka, Japan

and

of Toyo Carbon Co., Ltd., 10-1 Nihonbashi, 2-chome, Chuo-ku,

Tokyo, Japan

and

of Ibiden Co., Ltd., Kandamachi, 2-chome, Ogaki, Japan

CL 5890 PT of Le Carbone Lorraine, 45, Rue des Acacias, Boite Postale

164, 75821 Paris Cedex, France

EK 98

FE 219

of Ringsdorff-Werke GmbH, Drachenburgstr. 1, D-5300 Bonn-Bad

Godesberg, FRG

of Schunk Kohlenstofftechnik GmbH, P.0. Box 6420, D-6300

Giessen, FRG

Table 5.I Graphite grades used in the experiments and manufacturers
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graphite/ oF

grade (N/mm2)

F

AXF5q

ZXE-5q

ⅠSO880

T6-ド

MT200K

CL5890PT

EK98

FE219

ETP-10

ⅠG110

ATJ

CGW

YPD

90

124

95

100

75

60

47

36

50

40

tI:30

⊥:25

!ー:37

⊥:31

[ー.'50

⊥:25

oT ウc E α k P

(N′mm2) (N/mm2) (N/mm2) (10-6/oc) (M/mOc) (g/cm3)

63

90

70

50

45

33

30

-16

30

25

ーI:30

143

193

185

175

130

110

75

100

80

tI:70

11700

14500_

13000

15000

14000

11600

11500

9200

11000

10000

I:8400

7.7

7.7

6.5

6.5

6.0

4.6

3.4

4.0

3.5

4.6

lI:2.1

100

99

､57

74

69

75

103

115

ーI:140

1.83

1.83

1.90

1.90

1.80

1.79

1.86

1.76

1.75

1.77

1.74

1.82

2.0

⊥:22 ⊥:68 :6300 ⊥:3.6 ⊥:80

'ーl:33 ーl:80 I:12300 暮ー:2.2 ll:135

i:28 ⊥:78 :9000 ⊥:3.5

ーl:ト2

⊥:12-13

⊥:110

1l:210

⊥:81

Table 6･･ Graphites tested, their mechanical and physical properties (RT)

oF: flexural str･ength, uT: tensi一e strength, oc: con-pressive

strength, ど: Young's modulus, α: 一inear therma一 expansion

coefficient, k: therma一 conducivity
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nO. material shotno. pu.ーse

一ength

(ms)

power

density

(MM/m2)

weight

一oss

(mg)

rema

1

2

sandwich 18996 227 94

ll.7

★,3sh

sandwich 19011 170 94 OneS

twosho

sandwich

AXト5q

19058

21091

195

258

102

94

3 AXF-5q 22127 233 92 8.7

-0.2

4 AXF-5q 24537 176 93

5 ZXF-5Q 29153 145 98

6 ZXF-5Q 29168 290 97 23.7

7 ZXト5q 67 208 104 2.5

8 ⅠSO880 21165 214 93 14.6

10.5

9 ⅠSO880 24957 164 91

10 T6-P 24344 164 96

EEI MT200K 23474 183 93

12 CL5890PT 21120 221 94 16.4

13 CL5890PT 23443 176 95 9.0

0.6

14 CL5890PT 24713 158 94

15

16

EK98 17102 290 79

EK98 17120 284 81 Sa

twosho

EK98 22356 183 88

17 EK98 23418 176 98 12.9

18 FE219 29465 221 9フ 21.2

19 FE219 29566 183 iO3 15.2

28.5

20

21

ETP-10 19383 176 98

ETP-10 19431 202 97 Sa

three

ETP-10 23012 195 91 7.2

17.0

I

22

23

ⅠG110 18175 221 96

王G110 18210 202 99 One

ⅠG110 18234 195 105

ⅠG110 22464 214 94

24 ⅠG110 24805 202 92

Table 7: Parameters of the experiments on graphite (continued)
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nO. material

ー

25 ATJ

26 ATJ

27 ATJ

,28 CGM

29

30

YPD(ft)

YPD(l1)

YPD(l])
31 YPD(⊥)

YPD(⊥)

32 AXF-5q

33 AXF-5q

34 CL5890PT

35 CL5890P丁

36 ETP-10

37 ETP-10

38 ⅠG110

39 ⅠG110

40 ATJ

4】. ATJ

shotno. pu一se power weight

一ength density 一oss

(ms) (MM/m2) (mg)

2'2321 170 93 9.6

23310 221 96 10.4

26.5

24610 183 92

22449 227 97

19102 353 99

19115 302 101

23158 309 96 20.3

31.5

19136 202 98

19201 189 98

79 265 105 17.1

425 321 103 17.7

203 277 105 25.0

486 252 106 22.9

252 258 102 23.8

507 214 106 13.1

377 315 103 22.0

632 321 104 18.7

95 271 105 36.1

650 201 103 10.4

Table 7: Pay'ameters on the experiments on graphites

t rerp.arks

twoshotsonone

samp一e

twoshotsonone

samp一e

remarks:
★: 14 small size samp一es of 9 grades clanlPed together

and irradiated at the same time (see Fig. 14)

stress c. samp一e: A hole of 6 mm diameter was dril一ed

in the surface of these samples Jto

initiate concentration of thermal

stresses at the edge of the ho一e.
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nO. material shotno. pulseーeng七h powerdensity weigh

(ms) (MM/m2) (m

I

2._

3

4

5

pyy.oid(Jl)

CL-Inormaーe-●‖)

cL''normale"(H)

CL‖normaーe"(⊥)

Pyroidbrazed

tocopper

32541

32291

_32681

32477

29

321

328

284

347

416

102

103

111

100

106

Thede

weight

WereW

theer

of the

…ents

5

tected

つosses

ithin

rOr range

meaSure-

(0.5 mg).

02

Table 9: Parameters of the experiments on pyrolytic carbon and a brazed

pyrolytic carbon
-

copper compound system
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material phenomenon▲ effectonPMⅠ damage

meta一s relaxationof

internalstresses

twin formation

graingrowth

cracking

melting

vaporization

preferentialvaporiza-

tionofconstituents

roughen川gOfreso-
●

redeposition

redeposition

increaseofim-

deformaもぅon

degradationofmechan-

icalproperties

spalling,possible

fracture

lossofmeltlayerdue

toEMF;decreaseof

wallthickness

fatiguecrackgrowth

lidifiedmeーtlayer

cracksinresoーid-

purities

ifiedmeーtlayer intounaffectedmate-

rialmayoccur

Table 10: continued
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material
■●一一一一■■■l■■■■■-

phenomenon

9raPhite

pyroーytic

vapori字ation

particleerosion

cracks(initiated

compressivestress

cracks(initiated

andpropagatedby

tensilestresses)

crtacks(straight

carbon

C..meta一

propagation)

C-一ayer:seegraph

systems andPYC

metal:relaxation

internalstresse

effec七onPLiⅠ dam

Dn

dby

redeposition

redeposition

decrease

thic

decrease

thic

spalling

sses)

dby

by

s)

t

phite

no†

layers

possibl

(useofho

CanCOPeW

deformati

SeS metaーstru

lingofC-

themeta1

of component

kness

of component

kness

of surface

may Occur

e fracture

1der struc-

ith damage)

on of the

cture (spaト

layers from

base

Table 10 (cont.): Response of metals and carbon materials to high heat

fluxes, the effect on plasma
-

wall interaction and

possible damage on components
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Figure 2: Lock system and drive mechanism for the insertion of materials

samples into the Neutral Beam lnjection Test Stand vacuum

vessel

power
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Figure 3･･ Power density distribution profile of the hydrogen beam
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Figure 4.･ Stainless steel 1.4311

pulse length 50 ms, power density 70 Mu/m2

Figure 5: Stainless steel 1.4311

pulse length 951 ms, power density 16 MM/n2
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Figure 6: Stainless steel 304

pu-se length 101 ms, power density 51 MM/m2

Figure 7: Stain一ess stee一 304

pulse 一ength 101 ms, power density 60 MW/m2
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壬-I-ニニー･-･･･-;

1cm

Figure 8: Alum紬ium

pulse length 202 ms, power density 32 MW/m2
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Figure 9.. Aluminium

pulse 一ength 101 ms, power density 44 MW/m2
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トーーーーー･1

1cm

Figure 10: Copper

pulse -ength 208 ms'power density 94 =W/m2
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トーー

1cm

Figure ll: Molybdenum

pulse length 403 ms, power density 80 MWm2
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Figure 12: Me一ting thresho一ds of meta一s as function of power density and

pulse length. Thresholds marked by full lines are based on

one-dimensional calculation, points are experimenta一 values.

remark:
★:

preheated samp一e
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graphite sample

metal counterp--art

Copper backing plate

Figure 13: Attachment of graphite test pleCe tO the sモ叩Ie holder

(copper backing plate)

CL 5890 PT

ISO 880

YPD

ETP-10

MT 200 K

AXF 5q

EK 98

IG 110

AXF 5q

EK 98

T6-P

MT 200 K

ISO 880

ETP-10

トー叫
1 cm

Figure 14: Screening test; small graph化e samples are clamped together

for beam exposure in the same experiment

three pu一ses: pu一se 一ength

227 ms

170 ms

195 ms

-

88 -

power density

94 MW/m

94 MW/m

102棚/m2



トー
_

･･-1

2cm

Figure 15: Cracks on the surface of ZXF-5Q

pulse length 290 ms'power density 97 =M/m2
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2 cm

Figure 16.･ Fracture of YPD

pulse 一ength 309 ms, power density 96 MM/m2
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slightly eroded heavily eroded

Figure 17 a)
- d): Poco AXト5Q

pulse length 233 ms, power density 92 MW/m2
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slightly eroded heavily eroded

Figure 18 a)
-

d): Poco ZXF-5Q

pulse 一ength 290 ms, power density 97 =M/m2
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slightly eroded heavily eroded

Figure 19 a)
- d): Togo Tanso ISO 880

pu-se length 214 ms'power density 93 MM/m2
- 93 -
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Figure 20.. Toyo Tanso ISO 880, cross sectl'on

pulse length 214 ms, power density 93 MM/m2
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slightly eroded heavily eroded

Figure 21a) - d): Ibiden T6-P

pulse length 164 ms, power density 96 =u/m2

=
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slightly eroded heavily eroded

Figure 2乙a)
-

d): Togo Carbon MT 200 K

pulse -ength 183 ms, power density 93 MM/m2
- 96 -



Figure 23: Togo Carbon MT 200 K, cross section

pulse 一ength 183 ms, power density 93 Mは/m2
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slightly eroded heavily eroded

Figlure 24a) - d): Carbone Lorraine CL 5890 PT

pulse length 221 ms, power density 94 MW/m2
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Figure 25: Carbone Loy･raine CL 5890 PT9 Cross Section

pulse length 221 ms, power density 94 MW/m2
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slightly eroded heavily eroded

Figure 26a)
-

d): Ringsdorff EK 98

pu-se length 176 ms, power density 98 MW/m2
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slightly er･oded heavily eroded

Figure 27a)
- d): Schunk Kohlenstofftechnik FE 219

pulse length 221 ms, power densif･y 97鵬/m2
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slightlJ eroded

EZid

heavily er･oded

Figure 28a) - d): Ibiden ETP_10

pulse length 195 ms･ power densi･ty 91 MW/m2
-
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slight･1y eroded heavily eroded

Figure 29a) - d): Togo Tanso IG 110

pu-se length 214 ms, power density 94 MWm2

-
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sl ightly eroded heavily eroded

Figure 30a)
- a): Union Carbide ATJ

pulse 一ength 221 ms, power density 96 MM/m2
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slightly eroded heavily eroded

F.igure 31a)
- d)･･ Union Carbide CGM

pulse 一ength 227 ms, power density 97 MW/m2
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slightly eroded heavi一y eroded

Figure 32 a)
- d)･.Toyo Carbon YPD (II)

pulse length 309 ms, power density 96 MW/m2
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トー→

2cm

Figure 33 : Poco AXF-5Q, stress concentration samp一e

pulse 一ength 265 ms, power density 105 MWm2

-
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-
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Figure 34 a)
-

c)･. Poco AXF-5Q, stress concentr･ation sample

pulse 一ength 265 ms, power density 105 MM/m2

a): c'.ack propagating from hole edge

b): crack initiation site at hole edge

c): view from hole edge into the depth of the hole

- 108 -



Figure 35a) -

c): Carbone Lorraine CL 5890 PT, stress concentr. samp一e

pulse 一ength 277 ms, power density 105 Mu/m2

a): cr･ack propagating from hole edge

b): crack initiation site at ho一e edge

c): view from hole edge into the depth of the hole

･
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Figure 36 a), b): Ibiden ETP-10, stress concentration samp一e

pulse 一ength 258 ms, power density 102 M即m2

a): crack propagating from hole edge

b): crack tip
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Figure 37a) -

c): Togo Tanso IG 110, str･ess concentration sample

pulse length 315 ms, power density 103 MW/m2

a): crack propaga･ting from ho一e edge

b): vl'ew from hole edge ･into the depth of the hole

c): microcrack initiated at hole edge

･
-
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Figure 38a) -

c): Union Carbide ATJ, stress concentration sample

pulse length 271 ms, power density 105 MW/m2

a): microcrack initiated at ho一e edge

b): microcrack tip

c): 一arge magnification of the microcrack tip

-
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Figure 40: Redeposited carbon acculmulated during about 50 pu一ses on

graphite, C-C composite, and pyrocarbon samp一es: location

perpendicular to the exposed surface at samp一e edge
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c)

Figure 41a) - d):

a):

d)

Examp一es for the paytticle erosion process on graphites

ETP-10, pu一se length 258 ms'power density 102 MW/m2;

loosenlng Of grain cluster on surface
●

b): ATJ, pu一se length 271 ms, power density 105 MW/m2;

loosenlng Of grain clusters on surface
I

c).･
cL 5890 PT, pulse 一ength 277 ms, power den. 105 MW/m2;

loosenlng Of grain cluster on surface
●

d): MT 200 K, small size sanlPle from screening test;

surface void after particle emission

t - 115 -



F∃

he(】†flux

llllltlLIlll

5)

二=- S†ress sIress ----

2)

heat flux

=llli11

4)

Figure 42 : Schematic mode一 of the partic一e emission process on graphites

under high heat fluxes

l) Graphite structure with grains, binder, and pores before

the onset of the heat f一ux

2) After the onset of the heat flux the b紬der phase is

preferentially eroded, and compressive stresses deve一op ln
●

the surface layer

3) Compressive stresses cause failure of binder bridges

4) A particle is emitted which causes a local stress relief
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■

Figure 44: Stress distribution in front of a crack tip ln a homogeneous

and an inhomogeneous materl'al /114/
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Figure 46a), b)

a)

b)

Pyrocarbon Pfize7･ Pyroid (II)

unirradiated material

pu一se 一ength 321 ms, power density 102 MW/m2
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Figure 47a) c)

a)

c)

c)

Pyrocarbon Carbone Lorraine (''nornlaleH)(Il)

unirradiated material

pu一se 一ength 283 ms, power density 111
･=M/m2

large magnificatl'on of the crack from b)
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2cm

2cm

2Gm

Figure 48: Pyrocarbon Pfizer Pyroid brazed to copper base plate

pulse 一ength 416 ms, power density 106 MW/m2
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5 10 15 20 25 30 55 40 45 50 55 60 heo† flux

p(】r8melerF

【MW′m2･J7)

Figure 49: Thresholds for me一ting of stainless steel, a一uminium, copper,

and mo一ybdenum and thresholds for erosion and crack
l

initiation on graphites as function of the heat flux parameter

F (cf. 5.3.1)
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辛
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